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Analogy questions pdf

Sat Analogy Information, www.kaptest.com and analogies make up about a quarter of the questions on the verbal section of the SAT. There are 19 analogies out of a total of 78 Oral Issues. You'll probably see one set of 13 and one set of 6 analog questions. The analogies test your ability to determine the
relationship between words as well as your vocabulary. In question, you will see a couple of words in capital letters. We call it stem words. There will also be five answers, each consisting of a different word of the couple. Your task is to define the word couple in choosing an answer that is related just like
the word pair in the stem. Since you are looking for an answer choice that has the same relationship as the words in the stem, you should find a connection between these words before you look at the choice of answer. This helps to build a bridge, that is, to develop a sentence or phrase, defining one
word from the point of view of another. An example of a question #1 direction: In the following question, a related pair of words or phrases is accompanied by five pairs of words or phrases. Choose the pair that best expresses a relationship similar to that in the original MEDICINE pair: ILLNESS :: Analogy
questions are part of the logical reasoning curriculum for state exams conducted in the country. The weight of such questions is no more than 2-3 marks in the section of the ability of reasoning, but the probability of errors in such matters is low. In this article we bring you important types of analogy
questions along with their answers for candidates to prepare themselves and analyze the concept comprehensively. Applicants who are not very aware of the concept of Analogy and its types can visit the Argument Analog page for more details.  30 Analogy Questions and Answers PDF :-Downer PDF
Here Table below gives a list of several other logical reasoning concepts. Visit the related article and get a better understanding of the different concepts of reasoning: Analogy questions and answers below, analogy questions for candidates to prepare themselves for upcoming competitive exams. These
questions are simple and easy to answer and may not even take long enough to crack the template.  No 1. Which of these options is correct for this pair: Fire: Death of Hunger: Hunger Rain: Snow Fire: Extinguisher Black: Board Pen: Pencil No 2. Find out one of these options. Kathakali: Kerala
Mohiniyattam: Tamil Nadu Sattria: Assam Kuchipudi: Andhra Pradesh Bharatnatham: Tamil Nadu No 3. From this pair, which of the following is wrong? Sardar Patel Stadium: Ahmedabad Eden Garden: Kolkata Jawaharlal Nehru Stadium: New Delhi M. Chinnaswam Stadium: Chennai D.Y. Patil Stadium:
Mumbai No 4. From the set of pairs below, find the odd one out. Australia: Kangaroos Tiger Canada: North America Beaver Finland: Brown Bear India: Peacock No 5. What will come instead of the question marks in this series? ABD: FGI : : PLC :? No 6. Which of the following analogies is not a template,
as for 9:3? 16:4 12:4 121:11 144:12 81:9 No 7. Which of these analogies is wrong? Algophobia: phobia of pain Bibliophobia: phobia of the books Chronophobia: Fear of Time hematophobia: fear of water Pharmacophobia: phobia of medication No 8. Of the following numbers that may be part of this set?
Set: (3, 17, 19, 23) No 9. Find the missing number in this analogy. 27: 3:: 64: No 10. Find the odd one from AD: EH BE: FI CF: GJ DG: HK EH: IK No 11. Which of these analogies is correct? Australia: Vienna Canada: Ottawa Chile Bejing Croatia: Split Egypt: Giza No 12. Below is an analogy based on
coding-decoding. Fill in the space based on this CHAIRS coding: EJCKTU :: PARROT: RCTV RCXXRT KKTRV SCKKSY RCTVSU No. 13. What should come instead of a question mark (?) in this analogy? Artist: Painting:: Architect:? Embroidery Statue Building Sculptor Stone No. 14. Find the Odd One
in The Doctor's Options: Patient Shop Owners: Customer Teacher: Students Artist: Brush No. 15. Based on this analogy, find the odd one from 35:175 92:460 15:75 3:15 25:100 32:160 No 16. Which of these numbers is part of this set? Set: (13, 39, 65, 117) No 17. Based on this set, which of the
following numbers is part of the set? Set: (11, 7, 13, 37, 41) No 18. What should come in place of the question mark (?) In this analogy??: OSCLK:: HEAVEN: WINNER DONATE FUTURE LAPTOP SILVER No 19. Based on this analogy, find the wrong analogy from these BACK variants: 17 ROAD: 39
OBEY: 47 SAFE: 31 NAME: 33 x 73 No 20. Based on this analogy, find the odd one from the national anthem: Jana Ghana Mana National Tree: Indian Nim National Calendar: Saka Calendar National Bird: Peacock National Animals: The Royal Bengal Tiger Given below are a few other articles that will
help you ace upcoming government exams: No 21. Find the odd one from Tehri Dam: Uttarakhand Hirakud Dam: Orisha Bhakra Nangal Dam: Haryana Sardar Sarovar Dam: Gujarat Mettur Dam: Andhra Pradesh No 22. Below are analogies based on important days and dates. Analyze the analogies and
find the odd one of Army Day: January 15 World Cancer Day: February 6 National Doctor's Day: July 1 Worl Environment Day: June 5 National Science Day: February 28, 23. Below are the acronyms for various banking terms. Find one acronym that is correct. ADB: Agricultural Development Bank CRR:
CPI Pensioners' Cash Ratio: Consumer Prices Retreat NABARD: National Agricultural Bank and Rural Development EXIM Bank: Bank number 24. Based on the analogies below, find the odd one from Bannerghatta National National Karnataka Bandipur National Park: Madhya Pradesh Dudhwa National
Park: Uttar Pradesh Gir National Park: Gujarat Nanda Devi National Park: Uttarakhand No. 25. On the basis of government schemes in India, analogies were given below. One of these schemes was incorrectly compared to her government ministry. Find that one of Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana:
Ministry of Health and Welfare of the family Atal pension Yojana: Ministry of Finance Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana: Ministry of Agriculture Make in India: Ministry of Trade and Industry Namami Gange: Ministry of Water Resources No. 26. Find the odd one from the Tar Desert: The largest desert
Kanchenjunga: The highest mountain peak Kunchikal falls: The highest waterfall in India Ganges: The longest river in India Hirakund Dam: The longest dam in India No 27. Based on this analogy, find out which of these options is wrong. ACE:15 BET: 200 NET: 1400 SKY: 5225 FLY: 1800 MET: 1301 NO
28. Find the odd one from: Kempegova International Airport: Bengaluru Sri Guru Ram Dassa Ji International Airport: Amritsar Dabolim Airport: Goa Rajiv Gandhi International Airport: New Delhi Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar International Airport: Nagpur No 29. Among these analogies, based on volcanoes
around the world, find the odd one from Mauna Loa: Hawaii Mount Ararat: Turkey Mount Sidley: Antarctica Semeru: Japan Mount Agung: Bali No 30. What should come in place of the gap in this analogy? Engineering: Engineer:: MBBS: Doctor Lawyer Teacher Actor Dancer Candidates can get answers
to all of the above questions in the PDF below: 30 Analog questions and answers PDF :-Downer PDF Here based on the questions given above candidates may have analyzed that analogy questions can be based on concept reasoning, mathematical calculations and general awareness. Thus,
candidates must have full knowledge of all subjects that are part of the government's exam program. Candidates can visit a related article to get a detailed list of static GC topics. Applicants wishing to learn more about the upcoming competitive exams can visit BYJU'S for more assistance with the exam
program, training tips and training materials. The lion eats flesh, just as the cow eats grass. The writer uses a pen to write and a similar batsman uses the bat to play. The moon is a satellite and the Earth is a planet. The first is made from the second. Secondly, it is the first disease. Ottawa is the capital of
Canada and Canberra is the capital of Australia. DEEP is the antonym SHALLOW while Freedom is the antonym of Discipline. Illusion is synonymous with Mirage. Siamese is a kind of cat; Romain is a kind of salad. Finch is Of bird species; Dalmatine is a type of dog. The petal is part of the flower; The tire
is part of the bike. The second grows on the first. Pelt is the skin of an animal with fur or or Still on it. The words in each pair are antonyms. Insult leads to humiliation as shooting kills. Soldiers are part of the regiment as the coil forms part of the engine. It's part and whole relationship. Marshmallow is a
milder wind than a storm. Trickle is a smaller flow of liquid than a torrent. Rarely means not very often. Rarely is more extreme than rare. Often means quite often, but is usually more extreme in meaning, i.e. most of the time. Relationships between men and women. Relationships between women and
men. Dawn is the beginning of the day and twilight represents the end of the day. Similarly, the prologue comes at the beginning of the book and the epilogue at the end of the book. Miami is located in Florida, Albany is located in New York. The volcano causes a lava flow. A malfunction or displacement of
the Earth's crust causes an earthquake. Both are natural phenomena related to the earth. The shoes are made by attaching different skin shapes. In the same way, the train consists of a number of carriages. Dinosaur and dragon belong to the same category. In the same way, snow and ice fall into the
same category. The ink is used to write on paper and chalk is used to write on the board. The inauguration may take place only after the person has been elected; execution can only be carried out after the person has been convicted. 'Bulky' is synonymous with fat and so is Happiness is synonymous
with joy. As the bird flies, in the same way, the snails creep. First, it is a tool for measuring the second. words in each pair are antonyms. The first consists of the second. As medicine cures disease, in the same way, books remove ignorance. The bank is the land next to the river. Similarly, the coast is
land next to the sea. Because Rain is followed by Thunder, it is followed by Darkness. First, it is the place where the second is transmitted. Second, more intense than the first. Oxygen helps in burning, while carbon dioxide extinguishes the fire. Tehran is the capital of Iran and Beijing is the capital of
China. Diseases are studied under Pathology.Similar, planets are studied in astronomy. Words in each pair are synonymous. The largest ocean is the Pacific Ocean. Tuberculosis is a lung disease. Similarly, cataract is an eye disease. 'Oasis' is a water pool among the sand. Similarly, the island is a piece
of land among the water. Remember: The sea would be the answer if we had a desert instead of sand. When the major heads the battalion, the colonel commands the regiment. Whisper is less intense than screaming, so walk to the run. As wine consists of grabbing, similarly Vodka consists of rye or
wheat or potatoes. Pulsate and pulsation are synonymous, as are the studies and carefully studied A group of fish is a school; a group of wolves is a pack. Flock. - Weight metering device; shows the amount of mass. The odometer measures distance; The scale measures weight. The waitress works in a
restaurant; The teacher works at the school. Skein is the amount of yarn; ream the amount of paper. The pedal pushes the bike; The paddle pushes the canoe. Separation and section are synonymous; layer and level are synonymous. Depression is an intensification of sad; exhausted is the intensification
of tired. The brush is part of the brush; The key is part of the piano. Drizzle is the rain slowly; for jogging to run slowly. When harvesting cotton is collected in bales; grain is shaken. Elephant pachyderm; kangaroo marsupial. Psychologist treats neurosis; ophthalmologist treats cataracts. Pastoral describes
rural areas; Metropolitan describes urban areas. Adapting a suit is to change it; editing a manuscript is about changing it. The binding surrounds the book; The frame surrounds the picture. One explores to discover; one study to find out. Here, first of all, is the second workplace. As a bus - a vehicle - is
used in driving in the same way, the aircraft - the vehicle - is used in flight. Since Chapter is part of the book, in the same way, brick is part of building. Ocean is a moving body of water. Similarly, Glacier is a moving body of snow, as Bunch is a collection of Keys, in the same way, Bouquet is a collection of
flowers. First, it is a tool for measuring the second. The first decides the second. Charminar is located in India.Similar, the sphinx is a monument to Egypt. Sponge is a porous material. Rubber is an elastic material. (Choice a) is wrong because rubber is usually not called massive. The answer is not
(choice b) because although the rubber is solid, its most noticeable characteristic is its elasticity. The choice d is wrong because the rubber has flexibility. The artist makes paintings; Senator passes laws. The answer is not a choice because the lawyer does not make laws and the senator is not an
attorney. The choice c is wrong because the senator is not a politician. Voters (choice d) are also wrong because the senator serves his constituents. The gym is a place where people exercise. The restaurant is a place where people eat. Food (choice a) is not the answer because it is what people eat,
not the place or place where they eat. The answer is not choice b or c, because neither is the place where people eat. Candides and indirects are opposite. Honest and untruthful relate to the opposite features. The answer is not choice, because frank means the same as frank. Angry (choice b) is
incorrect, because although it refers to a negative trait, it does not mean the opposite to the honest. (Choice c) is wrong because truthful and honest mean the same thing Guidance and direct are synonymous, and reduce and decrease are synonymous. The answer is not a choice of b or d, because
neither means the same as abbreviation. (Choice c) is wrong because the increase is the opposite to reduce. The paddle sets the rowing boat in motion. The leg sets the skateboard in motion. The answer is not a choice because running is not an object that is in motion by foot. Sneakers (choice b) are
incorrect because it is something to wear on the foot. Jumping (choice d) is wrong because although you need your feet to jump, jumping is not an object that is put into motion using your feet. Be careful and careful are synonyms (they mean the same thing). Boastful and arrogant are also synonymous.
The answer is not (choice b) because modest means the opposite of boastful. The answer is not a choice of c or d, because neither means the same as boastful. A pen is a tool used by a poet. The needle is a tool used by a tailor. The answer is not a choice of a, b or c, because no one is human and
therefore cannot complete the analogy. Secretly is the opposite of openly, and silently is the opposite of noisy. The choice is not the opposite in silence. (Choice d) means the same thing as silent. If someone was humiliated, they were very confused. If someone is terrified, they are very scared. The
answer is not choice b, because an agitated person is not necessarily frightened. Choice c and d are wrong because no word expresses a state of fright. A group of lions is called pride. A group of fish swims in shallow water. Teacher (choice a) and student (choice b) refer to a different meaning of the
word school. The answer is not (choice with) because self-esteem has no obvious relation to this particular meaning of the school. 'Delicious' is an adjective used for 'Taste'. Similarly, Melodic is an adjective used for The Voice. Successful Completion Education equips one with a Diploma. Similarly, a
successful completion in the sport equips one with the Trophy. The clock makes time travel. Cure ensures the removal of the disease just as a remedy guarantees the removal of grief. Jewelry consists of a necklace meaning Necklace is a kind of jewelry. Similarly, Shirt is a kind of outfit. The bouquet is a
bouquet of flowers. Similarly, a sentence is a set of words that is complete in itself. When the income is more than the expenses, it carries a profit. But when spending more than income, then the loss occurs. Elated is the opposite of despondency; enlightened is the opposite of the ignorant. An optimist is
a person whose worldview is cheerful. A pessimist is a man whose worldview is bleak. The answer is not (choice because a pessimist doesn't have to be mean. (Choice c) and d are wrong, because no adjective describes a pessimist's worldview. The lizard is a species of reptile; chamomile is a species of
species Flower. Choice A and b is wrong because the petal and stem are parts of the flower, not the types of flowers. (Choice d) is wrong because the alligator is another type of reptile, not a type of flower. The actor performs in the play. The musician performs at the concert. Choosing a, c and d is wrong
because no one is the people who perform. Perform. analogy questions and answers. analogy questions and answers pdf download. analogy questions examples. analogy questions pdf. analogy questions for ssc. analogy questions in hindi. analogy questions for ssc cgl pdf. analogy questions for afcat
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